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Italian bike brand Cybro presents their newest
city-cruiser at Kolektif fair in Berlin 2022

21/03/22 Amsterdam — Cybro, the premium bicycle brand from Bassano del Grappa, is happy

to attend their first Kolektif bike fair in Berlin from 25th to 27th March where they will be

presenting the N°2 – surely one of the most unique singlespeed bikes on the market.
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Amongst the seven Cybro models, the core of the N°2 are the CNC AL7075 lugs combined with

a high-end, twill-finished carbon frame, handmade in Italy. This combination gives a refined

and sporty look to the bike despite its aggressive lines. The special carbon fibre used on the r

N°2 results in a transparent matt or glossy finish that not only gives a distinct, elegant touch,

but also allows for a further 100g weight reduction compared to standard paintwork. The frame

is completed with a Columbus Futura Disc carbon fork and is fully customisable to perfectly fit

each rider.
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Furthermore, the N°2 features the Gates carbon belt drive system resulting in a smooth and

maintenance-free riding experience, as well as top-notch, hydraulic Magura MT8 brakes with

one-finger carbon levers to deliver premium handling and stopping safety for fast commuting

through the urban jungle.
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You can see the N°2 and the other Cybro bicycles firsthand at their booth at Kolektif Berlin (1st

floor #69) from 25th to 27th March 2022. Cybro representatives will also be available for

questions and interviews at the fair venue.

Please click on this link to access press images of the entire Cybro bicycle range.

ABOUT CYBRO
Alessandro Graser founded the company Cybro Industries in Bassano del Grappa (Northern

Italy) with a clear mission in mind: allow cyclists to explore the unknown by providing them

with a brand new range of fully customisable premium bikes where each frame is made-to-

measure. Cybro offers the most advanced bike models on the market, with seven unique pieces

from Track to E-bikes that blend technology with design.

https://cybroindustries.it/en/

https://www.instagram.com/cybroindustries/
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